The Bulletin publishes clinical and professional development content in a manner to keep psychiatrists and other physicians working in mental health.

While the editors solicit material from members with special areas of expertise, they also welcome ideas in the form of articles, views, news, and practical tips in the following categories:

- Clinical, practice, arz, and education: advances in treatment, including pharmacology and psychotherapy, psychiatry, and the law, standards and ethics, geriatric psychiatry, child psychiatry, community psychiatry, and shared care of family medicine and psychiatry.
- Continuing professional development and maintenance of certification issues.
- Residencies or sue, news from and about the psychiatry at the hospital and its members.
- News about mental health policy and service developments.
- Association news.

Submissions

Upon receipt of a submission, the Bulletin notifies authors and forwards the submission to the appropriate editor. In the case of multiple authors, the Bulletin forwards the submission to the corresponding author.

The Bulletin welcomes comment on any items within its pages or items of clinical or professional significance for psychiatrists and other physicians in mental health. Please limit letters to fewer than 500 words.

Letters to the Editor

The Bulletin welcomes comments on any items within its pages or items of clinical or professional significance for psychiatrists and other physicians in mental health. Please limit letters to fewer than 500 words.

News

The news editor welcomes ideas and news items about the psychiatry at the hospital and its members, in the form of news about mental health policy, developments in mental health policy, and the relevant aspects of health policy. Please observe a 300-word limit.

Keep sub-mission ideas in a document of less than 300 words.

Format

Submit all materials typed on one side of 8 1/2 by 11-inch paper, double-spaced, with all four margins set to 1.5 inches. Include a brief, in the upper right-hand corner of the document.

After headings, indent paragraphs one-half inch. In the byline, print the name of the author. Use commas after the word "and" between the last name and initials. Do not use spaces after periods except in the following cases:

- After the period in the middle of a sentence.
- After the period at the end of a sentence.
- After the period that ends a list.
- After the period that ends a series.

All references and list them by order of appearance in the text.

Style

The Bulletin uses the following style reference for articles:

- CPA in-house style sheet
- The Canadian Press Stylebook
- Science and Style and Form: The CBE Manual for Authors, Editors, and Publishers
- Chi cago Manual of Style

Information for Contributors

to the Bulletin

References

The Bulletin follows the reference style outlined in Science and Style and Form: The CBE Manual for Authors, Editors, and Publishers. Number fewer references and list them by order of appearance in the text: fol low the text citations by the appropriate number in parentheses. Do not arrange the list of references in alphabetical order. Please note that CBE conventions for punctuating, capitalizing, and using end-dash for range markers also apply. As a rule, make sure that any references are cited in the order of appearance in the text. Include a list of key language in which the item is submitted.

Examples of Reference Formats

1. Standard journal article


2. Book chapter

Kuret JA, Murad FD. Ane no hyophyseal hormones and re lated sub stances. In: Gilman AG, Rall TW, Nies AS, Taylor P, editors. The pharma col ogical basis of thera peutic. 8th ed. New York: Per ga mon; 1990. p 1334–60. (Note spacing after punc tuation: in contrast to journal articles, colon and semi colons are fol lowed by a space.)

Author proof and reprints

Accepted manuscripts and articles for the Clinical and Continuing Professional Development section are edited and page proofs sent to the corresponding author for approval along with a copy right release form. Fac tual ac curacy is the responsibility of the author.

CBE proofs are reprinted for a fee. The cor respond ing author re ceives an order form to prepare proof reprints. Authors must use spaces per mission to request printed proof materials within the Bulletin. The printed material is proof listed within the Bulletin.
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